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April 27

th
, 2021 

 

 

 

Kirt Tatton, General Manager 

Canyon Fuel Company, LLC 

P.O. Box 1029 

Wellington, Utah 84542 

 

 

Subject: Completion of Midterm Review, Canyon Fuel Company, LLC, Banning Siding 

Loadout, C/007/0034, Task #6277 

 

Dear Mr. Tatton: 

 

 On February 18
th

, 2021, Canyon Fuel Company, LLC was informed that the Division of 

Oil, Gas and Mining (the Division) had commenced a midterm permit review for the Banning 

Loadout. 

 

 The midterm review has been completed and will now be closed; however, the Division 

has identified deficiencies that must be addressed.  The deficiencies have been included with this 

letter (See Attached).  The name of the author for each of the deficiencies has been provided.   

 

 Your response to these deficiencies will need to be submitted as an amendment to your 

Mining and Reclamation Plan (MRP) and will be processed as a separate task.  Please submit the 

required amendment with the accompanying C1 and C2 forms by no later than May 28
th

, 2021.  

 

 If you have any questions, please don’t hesitate to call me at 801-538-5350. 

 

 

Sincerely, 

 
 

Steve Christensen 

    Coal Program Manager 
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Technical Analysis and Findings

Utah Coal Regulatory Program

PID: C0070034
TaskID: 6277
Mine Name: BANNING SIDING LOADOUT
Title: MIDTERM PERMIT REVIEW

General Contents

Identification of Interest

Analysis:

The application does not meet the State of Utah R645 requirements for General Contents: Identification of Interests. 

Exhibit 5-4, Surface oOwnership and MRP Chapter 1 narrative sections 112.500 and 112.600 and 112.800 are out of
date.

The Carbon County Plat Map shows Canyon Fuel as an adjacent land owner to the permit area. , Therefore the
narrative in MRP Chapter 1, Section 112.800 must be updated.

Deficiencies Details:

The application does not meet the State of Utah R645 requirements for General Contents: Identification of Interests. 
The following deficiency  must be addressed prior to final approval:

R645-301-112.500, Exhibit 5-4 and the narrative in MRP Chapter 1, Section 112.500 and 112.600 must be updated with
current surface ownership, names and addresses.

R645-301-112.800, The MRP Chapter 1, Section 112.800 must be updated to reflect that Canyon Fuel Company, LLC
owns an interest in land contiguous to the permit area.

pburton   

Operation Plan

Mining Operations and Facilities

Analysis:

The midterm review of the Mining and Reclamation Plan does not meet the State of Utah R645 requirements for Mining
Operations and Facilities. 

The application does not satisfy the State of Utah requirements for R645-301-521, and -121.200  because the narrative
is outdated and requires additional clarification. The narrative on Page 5-10 states that operations began at Banning in
1976 when the Permittee received permission from the BLM to improve the existing road to receive, stockpile, and load
coal from the site. Coal was shipped from the site via the adjacent railroad spur and by trucks. Operations continued for
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approximately 24 years and went into temporary cessation status in March of 2000. 

In the last 21 years, the site has been idled and no coal has been transported to or from the site. Page 5-27 and Table
5-1 state that the structures and surface equipment was sold and removed from the site in 2005. The substation on the
west of the permit area was transferred to East Carbonics, ILC in 2006, rendering the Banning site without power.
Additionally, the Banning site no longer has access to a water supply because the water rights were transferred to
Savoy Energy LLC in 2007. 

Page 5-16 states that there are no other buildings within 1,000 feet of the permit area but that is not accurate since the
East Carbonics facility resides approximately 700 feet to the west of the permit area. 

Pages 5-44 and 5-45 state that upon final cessation of operations, the area will be permanently reclaimed and the land
returned to a premining condition. The removal of the surface facilities in 2005 was a positive step toward the
reclamation plan, but it is now unclear what the Permittee intends to do with the site going forward. 

Deficiencies Details:

The midterm review of the Mining and Reclamation Plan does not meet the State of Utah R645 requirements for Mining
Operations and Facilities. The following deficiency must be addressed prior to final approval:

R645-301-521, -116.100, -121.200: The Permittee must describe how the current plan of operations will proceed and
indicate when coal processing operations are anticipated to resume. 

jeatchel  

Topsoil and Subsoil

Analysis:

The application meets the State of Utah R645 requirements for Soils:  Operation Plan. 

The disturbed area is 26.3 acres (including the haul road, MRP, p. 5-10).  No topsoil was stockpiled at this pre-law site. 
Topsoil was graded through out the site and is found in the berms, dikes and outslopes of the sediment pond (MRP, p.
2-5). The underlying soils are Ravola-Slickspots Complex as mapped on MRP, Exhibit. 3-1.  These sodic soils are
described in Appendix 2-3 and 2-4. 

Soils were sampled at locations shown on Exhibit 3-1 and the soil analyses are found in Appendix 2-2. The upper 36
inches of these silt loam soils at locations TP-2 and TP-3 (around the truck loadout) have extreme pH values of 9.1 to
9.8, EC values of 4.4 – 12.6 mmhos/cm and extreme SAR values of 37-78.

Any future disturbance would entail salvage and protection of topsoil as stated in the MRP, p. 2-7.

As noted during the mid-term inspection on 4/1/2021, a large portion of the disturbed area has a surface cover of coal
fragments and supports mature 4-wing saltbush, rabbitbrush, halogeton, tamarix, Russian thistle and a few Indian
ricegrass clumps. A cottonwood tree grows in the sediment pond. There are pockets of coal fines, but most of the area
is wind swept. An area of salt accumulation was photographed on the NW of the truck loadout around TP-2 shown on
Ex. 3-1.

The Sediment Area shown on Map 5-2R  has 717 CY of pond sediment (removed from Dugout Mine) that is dedicated
for cover over the sodic soils around TP-2 & TP-3 (MRP, p. 2-5 and 2-9).  These Dugout sediments and the sediment
pond were seeded with the original mix in Table 3-3, incorporated in August 1995. (Table 3-3 was changed in 2016).
The original seed mix is similar to the current mix, but the shrub list also included the shrub Atriplex gardneri (Gardner
saltbush).  Sitanion hystrix (squirrel tail grass) and Elumus cinereus (Great Basin wildrye) were listed in place of the
galleta and needle & thread grasses now listed. Globemallow and yellow sweetclover were the only forbs seeded.  The
dominant vegetation now growing on the sediment storage area is  mature 4-wing saltbush.

pburton   

Hydro Surface Water Monitoring

Analysis:

The midterm review of the MRP meets the requirements of Hydrologic: Surface Water Monitoring.
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The Banning surface water monitoring continues to be carried out in compliance with the approved plan contained in the
MRP and is entered into the DOGM database in a timely manner. The only monitoring point is a UPDES point for the
sediment control pond. 

adaniels  

Hydrologic Impoundments

Analysis:

The midterm review of the MRP meets the State of Utah R645 requirements for Hydrologic Impoundments.

Plates depicting the sediment pond were reviewed and verified during the field visit associated with the midterm review
on April 1, 2021. The Plate appears to be accurate and matched what was seen in the field. The pond was dry during
the time of the midterm site inspecion. There are no updates required of the drawings. The current ponds appear to be
the best technology currently available (BTCA) to prevent additional contributions of suspended solids to stream flows
outside of the permit area, are in good condition, and are functioning as designed

adaniels  

Reclamation Plan

Topsoil and Subsoil

Analysis:

The application does not meet the requirements for Soils: Reclamation Plan.

Reclamation test plots at Banning Loadout were started in November 1991 and were monitored through 1998 to
evaluate the use of organic matter to alleviate harsh soil conditions (Appendix 3-4)  One of the conclusions from test plot
monitoring was that the most successful treatment was to rip and gouge the surface then seed and mulch. 

The reclamation plan in Chapter 2, Section R645-301-241 states the soils will be ripped to a depth of 18 inches, followed
by a statement on  page 2-11 that reads,“Tillage will continue until the average soil clods on the surface are less than
one inch in size.”  Such tillage is likely to create a powdery surface that will compound the impervious nature of alkaline
clay soils.  This treatment is not supported by the test plot information and should be removed from the reclamation
plan. 

During the mid-term inspection on 4/1/2021, the Permittee suggested the reclamation plan should allow for incorporation
of the coal fragments into the soil surface prior to mulching and seeding. The MRP describes removal of loose coal and
the resulting mixture of coal to soil not to exceed 50% coal.  All minor amounts of coal and debris left on site will be
covered with soil during grading. These statements in the MRP on p. 2-11 and 5-48) already allow for incorporation of
the coal fragments.  

The Permittee has already initiated reclamation, by the removal of all structures and equipment   in 2005-2006 (MRP, p.
5-27).   A minimal amount of backfilling and grading is required to complete reclamation, as shown on the post mining
topography Exhibits 5-6 and 5-3, and described in the MRP Section R645-301-540.

Backfilling and grading begins with the removal of loose coal (MRP- p. 5-45). Asphalt will be broken up and placed in the
reclaim tunnel area (MRP, p. 5-50), and covered with four feet of soil. 

Final topography is shown on Ex 5-6 and cross-sections are shown on Ex. 5-3. Backfilling and grading begins with the
removal of loose coal (MRP- p. 5-45). Asphalt will be broken up and placed in the reclaim tunnel area (MRP, p. 5-50),
and covered with four feet of soil.  [Currently, the reclaim tunnel is bermed with soil to prevent access.]  The truck
loadout fill will be graded out and a small drainage will be cut.

As stated in the MRP p. 5-27, the rail road track, loading spur, sediment pond and a portion of the haul road will remain
after final reclamation.

 

Deficiencies Details:
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The application does not meet the State of Utah R645 requirements for Coal Processing Plants Not Located Within the
Permit Area of A Mine, Performance Standards: Reclamation Plans.  The following deficiencies  must be addressed
prior to final approval:

R645-301-264.900, Page 2-11 of the MRP describes tillage until soil clods measure less than 1 inch.  This is not
considered best practice and should be removed from Section R645-301-241 of the MRP.

pburton   

Revegetation General Requirements

Analysis:

The application meets the State of Utah R645-301-356 requirements for Revegetation General Requirements.

There is one identified reference area for the Banning Loadout site: a Greasewood/Shadscale area. The location of this
reference area is found on Exhibit 3-1 of the MRP. Included in that map are GPS coordinates indicating the four corners
of the area. It appears the area is marked with temporary flagging in the field but no permanent markings were
observed. However, the inclusion of the 4 GPS data points diminishes the need for in-field markings. The reference area
was observed to be in good condition, blending seamlessly with the surrounding native landscape. No significant offsite
impacts were observed.

tmiller   

Bonding Determination of Amount

Analysis:

The Midterm review has determined that the current reclamation bond does not satisfy the R645 requirements for the
Determination of Bonding Amount.

A review of the reclamation bond has determined that the summary costs need to be updated to account for escalation.
A 5-year escalation of 2.69% should be applied to the total reclamation bond cost to the year 2026. The Division is not
requiring that the Permittee increase the posted reclamation bond because the current bond amount is adequate even
after applying a 5-year escalation factor. The following is a summary of the reclamation costs:

Total direct costs = $203,982

Total indirect costs = $54,668

The total unescalated reclamation cost = $258,650

A five-year escalation factor of 2.69% will increase the reclamation bond to approximately $295,000. Since the current
posted bond amount is $350,000, there is no need to post additional bond at this time.

Deficiencies Details:

The Midterm review has determined that the current reclamation bond does not satisfy the R645 requirements for the
Determination of Bonding Amount. The following deficiency must be addressed:

R645-301-830: The Permittee must update the bond cost summary worksheet by applying a 5-year escalation factor of
2.69% to the total reclamation bond cost. Costs should be escalated out to the year 2026, the date of the next Midterm
review. 

 
jeatchel  

Special Categories

Coal Preparation Plants Not within Permit Area

Analysis:
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The application does not meet the requirements for Special Category of Mining: Coal Processing Plants Not Located
Within the Permit Area of A Mine, Permit Contents.

The Division was notified of the Banning site’s temporary cessation on March 7, 2000 (2000 Incoming doc 0002.pdf ).
The site has been in temporary cessation for 21 years. The current Banning permit was issued in 2018 and will expire
on October 24, 2023 (2018 Incoming 09242018.5687 document).

The Banning coal processing facility and load-out is located in T. 15 S., R. 12 E., Sec. 15 and 16.  Surface and sub-
surface ownership is shown on Plate 5-4 and Plate 5-5, respectively.  The site is constructed on land managed by the
State of Utah under Special Use Lease Agreement 435 ( issued 1979) and Bureau of Land Management (BLM) Right of
Way UTU-49763 (issued in 1984), and BLM road construction Right of Way U-33855 (issued 1976).  In addition, the site
operates under Denver and Rio Grande Lease Agreement 16663 (dated 1978).  These lease documents are found in
MRP Appendix 1-5.

Construction began in 1977 through 1979 (MRP, Chapter 1, p. 1-8).  Exhibits 5-1 and 5-2 show the surface facility and
access road layout.  Division inspection reports relate that equipment and buildings were removed from the site in 2005
(Insp Rpt #730, 9/2/2005).  The substation was transferred to East Carbonics, lLC in 2006, eliminating power from the
site (Chap. 4, p. 4-6). The water right was transferred to Savoy Energy LLC in 2007, eliminating all sources of
water from the site (MRP, Chapter 3, Appendix 3-5, communication from B. King dated 5/9/2016). In the East Carbonics
Purchase Agreement, the Permittee "reserved a tract of land for the purpose of conducting reclamation activities"(Chap
4, p. 4-6).

In 2013, the BLM noted that the site had not been used for more than five years and was considered abandoned (BLM
Notice of Right of Way Abandonment, Incoming 07192013.pdf).  In an OSM partial over-site inspection, this
abandonment letter was discussed (Insp.Rpt. #3655, 10/29/2013).  At that time, the Division inspector stated the new
owner was ‘still developing the business plan’ for the operation. A 2020 inspection report confirms that the site remains
undeveloped and a majority of the structures have been removed from this site (Insp. Rpt.#6739, 8/5/2020).

Further information regarding right of entry and coal processing and handling plans is requested to enable the Division
to evaluate whether the 2023 permit renewal should be for reclamation only under R645-303-232.500.

Deficiencies Details:

The application does not meet the State of Utah R645 requirements for Coal Processing Plants Not Located Within the
Permit Area of A Mine, Permit Contents.  The following deficiencies  must be addressed prior to final approval:

R645-302-263 and R645-301-523 and  R645-301-116.100, The Permittee must provide current operational plans,
including an expected date for resuming coal processing operations at the Banning loadout.  

R645-302-263 and R645-301-114, The Permittee must update Appendix 1-5 with current right of entry documents from
the State of Utah, the Bureau of Land Management and the Denver and Rio Grande Railway.

pburton   
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Inspection Report

C0070034Permit Number:

PARTIAL

Thursday, April 1, 2021

4/1/2021 12:00:00 PM

Monday, March 8, 2021

Inspection Type:

Inspection Date:

End Date/Time:

Last Inspection:

4/1/2021 10:00:00 AMStart Date/Time:

clear skies, 55 Deg. F

Inspector:

Weather:

Kendra Hinton, 

SCHRISTE

4/8/2021

Accepted by:

6905InspectionID Report Number:

    Representatives Present During the Inspection:
Kendra Hinton  OGM
Steve Christensen  OGM
Amanda Daniels  OGM
Todd Miller  OGM
Justin Eatchel  OGM
Priscilla Burton  OGM
Vicky Miller  Company
Chris Hansen  Company

PO BOX 1029,   WELLINGTON  UT 84542

BANNING SIDING LOADOUT

BANNING

CANYON FUEL COMPANY

CARBON      

Site:

County:

Permitee:

Operator:

Address:

Underground

Surface

Loadout

Processing

Reprocessing

36.42

21.60

Current Acreages

Total Permitted

Total Disturbed

Phase I

Phase II

Phase III

Tuesday, April 6, 2021

A partial inspection was conducted in conjunction with the Midterm Permit Review. 
Refer to Exhibt 5-2R for Banning Loadout Surface Facilities.

Report summary and status for pending enforcement actions, permit conditions, Division Orders, and amendments:

Date

77

Inspector's Signature:

Note: This inspection report does not constitute an affidavit of compliance with the regulatory program of the Division of Oil, Gas and Mining.

Kendra Hinton, 

Federal

State

County

Fee

Other

Mineral Ownership Types of Operations

INACTIVE        

PERMANENT COAL PROGRAMPermit Type:

Permit Status:

Inspector ID Number:
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Inspection Continuation SheetC0070034Permit Number:

PARTIAL

Thursday, April 1, 2021

Inspection Type:

Inspection Date:

REVIEW OF PERMIT, PERFORMANCE STANDARDS  PERMIT CONDITION REQUIREMENTS

1.  Substantiate the elements on this inspection by checking the appropriate performance standard.
     a. For COMPLETE inspections provide narrative justification for any elements not fully inspected unless element is not
         appropriate to the site, in which case check Not Applicable.
    b.  For PARTIAL inspections check only the elements evaluated.
2.   Document any noncompliance situation by reference the NOV issued at the appropriate performance standard listed below.
3.   Reference any narratives written in conjunction with this inspection at the appropriate performace standard listed below.
4.   Provide a brief status report for all pending enforcement actions, permit conditions, Divison Orders, and amendments.

CommentEvaluated Not Applicable Enforcement

1.     Permits, Change, Transfer, Renewal, Sale

2.     Signs and Markers

3.     Topsoil

4.a   Hydrologic Balance: Diversions

4.b   Hydrologic Balance: Sediment Ponds and Impoundments

4.c   Hydrologic Balance: Other Sediment Control Measures

4.d   Hydrologic Balance: Water Monitoring

4.e   Hydrologic Balance: Effluent Limitations

5.     Explosives

6.     Disposal of Excess Spoil, Fills, Benches

7.     Coal Mine Waste, Refuse Piles, Impoundments

8.     Noncoal Waste

9.     Protection of Fish, Wildlife and Related Environmental Issues

10.   Slides and Other Damage

11.   Contemporaneous Reclamation

12.   Backfilling And Grading

13.   Revegetation

14.   Subsidence Control

15.   Cessation of Operations

16.a Roads: Construction, Maintenance, Surfacing

16.b Roads: Drainage Controls

17.   Other Transportation Facilities

18.   Support Facilities, Utility Installations

19. AVS check

20.   Air Quality Permit

21.   Bonding and Insurance

22.   Other
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Inspection Continuation SheetC0070034Permit Number:

PARTIAL

Thursday, April 1, 2021

Inspection Type:

Inspection Date:

Mining permit C/007/0034 issued from the Division of Oil, Gas and Mining on October 
24, 2018 and expires on October 24, 2023.

1.     Permits, Change, Transfer, Renewal, Sale

During the inspection, the Permittee suggested the reclamation plan should allow for 
incorporation of the coal fragments into the soil surface prior to mulching and seeding. 
The MRP describes removal of loose coal and the resulting mixture of coal to soil not 
to exceed 50% coal.  All minor amounts of coal and debris left on site will be covered 
with soil during grading. These statements in the MRP on p. 2-11 and 5-48) already 
allow for incorporation of the coal fragments. 
  
No topsoil was stockpiled at this pre-law site.  Topsoil is found in the berms, dikes 
and outslopes of the sediment pond (MRP, p. 2-5). The Sediment Area shown on 
Map 5-2R  has 717 CY of pond sediment (removed from Dugout Mine) that is 
dedicated for cover over sodic areas NW of the truck loadout. This area of sodic soil 
was photographed (Photo #1).

A large portion of the disturbed area has a surface cover of coal fragments and 
supports mature 4-wing saltbush, rabbitbrush, halogeton, tamarix and Russian thistle. 
A cottonwood tree grows in the sediment pond. There are pockets of coal fines, but 
most of the area is wind swept.

3.     Topsoil

The sediment control pond was inspected and compared to the current design 
drawing in the approved MRP, Exhibit 7-2. The pond inlets and outlet appeared to be 
in good condition and sediment cleanout markers were in place. The pond was dry at 
the time of the inspection and has not discharged in recent history. The discharge 
point is permitted with the Utah Division of Water Quality as UPDES site 001.

4.b   Hydrologic Balance: Sediment Ponds and Impoundments

The facility includes 5 ASCA areas and are identified on Exhibit 7-1 of the MRP. The 
ASCAs are small flat areas that do not report to the sediment control pond. These 
areas have sediment fences in place to prevent sedment from flowing off these areas. 
The sediment control fences were observed to be in place and in good condition 
during the inspection.

4.c   Hydrologic Balance: Other Sediment Control Measures

Due to the nature of the site, there is very limited water monitoring taking place. The 2 
monitoring site consistently report "no flow".

4.d   Hydrologic Balance: Water Monitoring
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Inspection Continuation SheetC0070034Permit Number:

PARTIAL

Thursday, April 1, 2021

Inspection Type:

Inspection Date:

There are remnants of old machinery and other miscellaneous equipment stored 
along the chain link fence along the southwest side of the disturbed area as well as 
the base of the truck ramp.

8.     Noncoal Waste

Three large tamarisk along the South fenceline should be sawed down and the 
stumps treated with herbicide (photo #12).

Halogeton is notably prevalent across the site.  Halogeton is toxic to grazing animals 
and changes the soil chemistry, displacing desirable grasses and shrubs. Halogeton 
produces seed that is capable of remaining dormant in the soil for years. (USDA FEIS 
Species Information online at 
https://www.fs.fed.us/database/feis/plants/forb/halglo/all.html ).  A method of control is 
mechanical tillage followed by seeding desirable species (USDA/NRCS Halogeton 
Plant Guide online at 
https://www.nrcs.usda.gov/Internet/FSE_PLANTMATERIALS/publications/idpmcpg779
5.pdf ).  
Since critical year-long antelope range is present around the Banning site (Exhibit 3-
1), a large seedbank of halogeton is a concern, as it will reduce the habitat value. 
This effect would be contrary to commitments made in Chapter 5, Operational 
Monitoring Plans to preserve wildlife habitat (MRP Chap 5, pp 5-12 – 5-13).  Similar 
statements to minimize impacts to fish and wildlife are made in Chapter 5, Fish and 
Wildlife Control Plan (Chap. 5, p. 5-15). The potential for habitat degradation of the 
surrounding area is one reason that the Division recommends that final reclamation 
grading and seeding begin now.

9.     Protection of Fish, Wildlife and Related Environmental Issues

During the inspection, the Permittee stated the current use of the site is for storage of 
railcars on the adjacent railroad tracks, unrelated to the permitted activity.   The 
Division recommended that final reclamation grading should begin as described in the 
MRP. The MRP states that reclamation efforts of all lands will occur as 
contemporaneously as practical to reduce the amount of disturbed area (MRP, p. 5-
38) and final reclamation will begin when the Permittee has no further use of the area 
(MRP, p. 5-46). In 2006, the Permittee completed the first steps of  reclamation, 
removal of equipment and structures..

11.   Contemporaneous Reclamation
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Inspection Continuation SheetC0070034Permit Number:

PARTIAL

Thursday, April 1, 2021

Inspection Type:

Inspection Date:

The reference area was observed and did not show any signs of off-site impact. GPS 
coordinates are included in Exhibit 3-1 of the MRP. There was some orange flagging 
that appeared to mark the reference area in the field but a more permanent marker is 
recommended. Within the disturbed area, several weedy species were observed, 
mostly Halogeton and some Russian thistle. The Halogeton is of particular concern 
because of its degrading influence on local vegetation. The Division recommends 
control of this species before its spread becomes a negative impact on the 
surrounding vegetation and wildlife habitat.

13.   Revegetation

The Division was notified of the Banning site’s temporary cessation on March 7, 2000 
(2000 Incoming doc 0002.pdf ). The site has been in temporary cessation for 21 
years.

15.   Cessation of Operations

An 8,000 gallon water tank presumably remains buried at the base of the truck ramp. 
Vicky mentioned she was going to verify whether it has been removed or not.

Equipment and buildings were removed from the site in 2005 (MRP, p. 5-27).  The 
substation was transferred to East Carbonics, lLC in 2006, eliminating power from the 
site (Chap. 4, p. 4-6). The water right was transferred to Savoy Energy LLC in 2007, 
eliminating all sources of water from the site (MRP, Chapter 3, Appendix 3-5).

18.   Support Facilities, Utility Installations

The current reclamation bond amounts to $268,000 but a 5-year escalation factor of 
2.69% will need to be applied to account for inflation. The posted bond is $350,000.

21.   Bonding and Insurance
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ATTACHMENT 1 – Photos of April 1, 2021 Midterm Site Inspection 

  
 PHOTO 1  

Salinity in soils near test Pit 3 Shown on Ex. 3-1  
PHOTO 2 

Reference Area (Greasewood- Shadscale) 

  
 PHOTO 3 

Reclaim Tunnel  

 PHOTO 4 
Escapeway Tunnel Looking South 
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ATTACHMENT 2 – Photos of April 1, 2021 Midterm Site Inspection 

  
 PHOTO 5 

Standing on the truck loadout looking East 
PHOTO 6  

Standing on truck loadout looking South East 

  
 PHOTO 7 

Standing on the truck loadout looking South 
PHOTO 8 

Standing on the truck loadout looking North West 
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ATTACHMENT 3 – Photos of April 1, 2021 Midterm Site Inspection 

  
 PHOTO 9 

Rail Road spur looking East 
PHOTO 10 

Equipment stored in North storage area  

  
PHOTO 11 

Cottonwood growing in sediment control pond  
PHOTO 12 

Tamarisk along South boundary fence in Equipment Storage Area 
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